National Traffic Incident Management (TIM)
Responder Training Program
Why this is important… Responders are being struck and killed at traffic
incidents in the U.S. on average:


5 Firefighters each year



1 Law Enforcement Officer each month



1 Tow Truck Operator each week

The National TIM Responder Training Program was developed by
responders for responders, and was designed to establish the
foundation for and promote consistent training of all responders to
achieve the three objectives of the TIM National Unified Goal (NUG):


Responder Safety



Safe, Quick Clearance



Prompt, Reliable, Interoperable Communications

This 4-hour condensed version of the National TIM Responder Training
Program is designed to equip responders with core competencies to
address responder safety on highway incidents; safe, quick clearance
practices for incidents and supports prompt, reliable, interoperable
communications.
The impacts of this training program includes more effective multiagency, coordinated, and planned incident response; improved
responder safety; improved travel-time reliability by improved incident
clearance times; and reduced congestion, collisions, and delays
caused by secondary crashes.
The target audience for this course is all TIM disciplines, including: Public
Works, Law Enforcement, Fire/Rescue, Emergency Medical Service,
Towing and Recovery, Emergency Management, Communications,
Media, and Highway/Transportation.

Three 4-Hour
TIM classes
WEDNESDAY, JULY 27TH, 2016
Training Session 1:
FIREHOUSE #2
Corner of Brougher Ave. and St.
Patrick Street, Tonopah NV
8:00 am- 12:00 pm
TIM COALITION LUNCH MEETING
12:00 pm – 1:00 pm
Training Session 2:
1:00 pm – 5:00 pm
THURSDAY, JULY 28TH, 2016
Training Session 3:
8:00 am – 12:00 pm
This training is offered free of
charge, however, agencies are
responsible for all travel related
expenses including lodging and
meals
4 hours POST certified training credit

If you have any questions regarding this participation in this
training, please contact:
Trooper Jim Stewart, NHP, JStewart@dps.state.nv.us, (775) 753-1253, OR Pat
Gallagher, Parsons, Pat.Gallagher@parsons.com, (702) 789-2028.

National Traffic Incident Management (TIM)
Responder Training Program
Traffic incidents, including crashes, disabled vehicles and debris on the road, create unsafe
situations; put motorists, and responders’ lives at risk; and account for approximately 25 percent of
all traffic delays. For each minute that a freeway travel lane is blocked during peak use, an
estimated 4 minutes of delay result after the incident is cleared. This estimate accounts for 4.2 billion
hours per year in delays. Additionally, the U.S. Department of Transportation Strategic Plan Fiscal
Year (FY) 2010 – FY2015 reports that Americans burn more than 2.8 billion gallons of gasoline every
year while stuck in incident-related traffic.
In response to Congress’
directive to improve the
efficiency and safety of
the U.S. highway system,
The Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) is
offering the first national,
multi-disciplinary
traffic
incident management (TIM) process and
training program. The unique training for first
responders promotes a shared understanding
of the requirements for safe, quick clearance at
traffic incident scenes; prompt, reliable and
open communications; and motorist and
responder
safeguards.
Governors,
transportation leaders and incident response
agencies across the country can save lives,
time and money by promoting the full-scale
deployment of the innovative TIM training
program.
The TIM training program focuses on a response
effort that protects motorists and responders
while minimizing the impact on traffic flow. TIM
efforts include detecting, verifying and
responding to incidents; clearing the incident
scene; and restoring traffic flow.
Using a multiple-discipline perspective, first
responders within States, regions and localities
learn how to operate more efficiently and
collectively. The training covers many topics
including recommended TIM procedures and
techniques. For example, first responders learn
how the placement of response vehicles and
traffic control devices can either aid or impede

responder and motorist safety, and can impact
how quickly traffic flow can be restored.
Extensive research and testing have gone into
the development of the TIM training program
launched
nationwide.
Flexible
delivery
approaches allow trainers to customize the
training for one or multiple disciplines or for a
large or a small group. Trainers completing the
Train-the-Trainer TIM program have provided
overwhelmingly
favorable
responses,
expressing much interest in promoting and
recommending the training to others. Efforts are
underway to encourage deployment of the TIM
training program nationwide.

BENEFITS
 Saving Lives. Better training leads to faster
incident response and clearance. This
means fewer secondary crashes result from
the original incident and less exposure to
moving traffic while the incident is resolved.


Saving Money. Efficient response also saves
money. In Atlanta, improved incident
clearance practices reduced secondary
crashes by 69 percent in 12 months, saving
lives and more than $1 million.



Saving Time. Well-trained responders can
cut clearance time in half, decreasing
delays
caused
by
incident-related
congestion. Train-the-trainer courses help
responders learn more quickly.

